NOTIFICATION

In pursuance of the Notice Inviting e-Tender (NIT) for the following:

1. Cyber Security Audit of Nagaland Department websites notice No. NSeGS/Gen-5/2013 Vol-II(Pt) with tender ID.2021_ITNGL_376_1 published on 6th May, 2021 and
2. Supply of IT and network equipment vide NIT No. NSeGS/eTender-2/2021 Dated 7th May 2021 with Tender ID . 2021_ITNGL_377_1 published on 7th May 2021,

it is informed that the NIT’s are temporarily suspended in view of the Covid-19 pandemic lockdown.

Further details upon resumption of the same will be notified at a later date.
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